Highlights from this Meeting:

- Carrie Wilkie, (GS1 US) presented recent research into the retail industry’s readiness and drivers for adopting replacement of the ubiquitous U.P.C. with a high data density variable data capable symbology.

- John Glaubitz (Vertex) expanded on plan to make Retail Industry Ontology (RIO) a standalone product.

- Furuhata Tadashi (Seiko Epson), Yasumoto Toyohiro (VINX) and Denis Kuniss (Diebold-Nixdorf) concluded how to move forward on all issues in UnifiedPOS RCSD. Voted on new schedules.

- Roland Zalisevskij (Service Plus) presented the progress on the Fiscal API RFP. Working session to clarify transaction types in retail context.

- Building proposal for Micro-Location in Retail RFP to request at Orlando meeting with Vivian Underwood (GS1) and Brian Wells (GS1). The work itself is progressing, need it to be under charter.

- Ron Zahavi (Microsoft) drove progress on the Retail IoT Security Maturity Model. Short list of next steps assigned.

- Claude Baudoin (OMG) clarified work needed on Cloud-in-Retail project, helped form a plan for the work. Ready soon for outreach to volunteer authors.

- Virtual necessity had its challenges but was a success!

- **VOTED** to open UnifiedPOS v1.15.1 for issue resolution, including adding Digimarc symbology.

- **VOTED** to extend Digital Receipt RFP initial submission to Aug 18, 2020 and revised submission to Feb 22, 2021.
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Deliverables from this Meeting:
retail/2020-03-02  RDTF Kickoff meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-03  API Decoration meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-04  Micro-Location in Retail meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-05  GS1 Building on the Foundation of the UPC Barcode meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-06  UnifiedPOS meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-07  Retail Industry Ontology meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-08  Retail Security Maturity Model SMM meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-09  Cloud Operations for Retail meeting minutes
retail/2020-03-10  RDTF Closing Plenary Report
retail/2020-03-11  Retail Roadmap

Future Deliverables:
  – Retail IoT Security Maturity Model guide – feedback draft for May 26, 2020
  – Micro-Location in Retail – RFP planned for May 26, 2020
  – UnifiedPOS v2 Fiscal API RFP – Initial Submission May 26, 2020
  – UnifiedPOS v1.16 FTF – Submission May 26, 2020
  – UnifiedPOS v1.15.1 – Submission May 26, 2020
  – Digital Receipt RFP – Initial Submission Aug 18, 2020
Liaisons

- OMG Cloud SIG
- IoT SMM
- Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) on IndoorGML

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting (Orlando):

- RDTF Summary and Agenda Overview
- Retail Industry Ontology WG meeting
- UnifiedPOS WG meeting
- Retail IoT Security Maturity Model WG meeting
- FTF submission to complete RCSD UPOSv1.16
- Submission to resolve issues in UPOSv1.15.1
- Location in Retail RFP (charter)
- Cloud Services for Retail kickoff